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I am bringing a couple hundred people to the Ritz here - and they arrive in the next two days - very worried. 
 
My wife ordered the Kale Salmon salad. The first serving was raw salmon, we sent it back with their apologies - the
next one they brought was raw too. The bar service prior was incredibly slow an not attentive.  
 
So bad. This is a Ritz right? Gang - if you fix this for my large group coming I will repost, but this is incredible so far.
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Gaby’s by the Lake
$$  Salad, Pizza, Sandwiches
1 Lake Oconee Trl 
Greensboro, GA 30642

•

Paolo’s Ristorante
$$  Italian, Pizza, Bars
1303 Wisconsin Ave NW 
Washington, DC 20007

•

Find tacos, cheap dinner, Max’s Near San Francisco, CA, US
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Wow, with Cafe Milano around the corner, I am surprised these guys are in business. The food is simplefine -
meaning mediocre. 
 
The fresh bread sticks were hard. No biggie, because who likes bread. 
 
The salad with pears (forgot what they call it) has canned pears. Canned pears - really?? So bad. 
 
The Carbonara was drenched in cream sauce. I had so much on my plate I wanted to call for a bailing pail.  
 
The pasta was pretty well cooked, and the flavors in the sauce were good - but attention to detail across the board
was terrible and this place is across the street from my home. 
 
The service was excellent by the way - a real plus. Too bad the kitchen doesn't seem to care about serving a truly
authentic dinner -  
 
Ok, back to cafe milano next time. Its a block awa

I highly recommend Dr Glasser and his staff. He is a great guy, gives very thorough explanations (with photos)
about whats happening with your eyes, and makes the entire process easy. His staff is excellent and actually good
fashion advice about glass frames. Great team.

Rip Off. Can't wait for new opening on Mccomb - this is the total rip off dry cleaner. It's absolutely rude to the
neighborhood for this greedy business to charge so much. 
 
Strong words? Just check the prices.

Stephen L Glasser OD PC
$$  Optometrists, Eyewear & Opticians
900 17th St NW 
Washington, DC 20006

•

Carriage Lamp Dry Cleaners
$$  Dry Cleaning
4859 Massachusetts Ave NW 
Washington, DC 20016

•

The Landing Restaurant
$$$  Seafood, Gastropubs, American (New)
773 Ashmeade Rd 
Moneta, VA 24121

•
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My entire family makes the Landing Restaurant a regular visit when we are at Smith Mountain Lake. As one of the
few actual waterfront restaurants that are accessible by boat, and clearly the best quality food, wine, and beer of
any of them - you should definitely plan to visit. Great casual eating in the bar. Outdoor seating on the deck in
summer is great. And the restaurant is very nice as well. Ahi tuna, calamari, burgers, steaks, pasta  - it's all good.
Also its historical. The bar was originally a tiki hut built by the cast of the movie "What about Bob" with Richard
Dryfus and Bill Murray as the crew stayed on property during filming nearby on the lake and needed a bar. Check it
out!

So much promise, great service, but the kitchen needs a new chef. 
 
Brought my family of six from DC to try this highly acclaimed spot. The food is way over spiced with excess heat.
Seafood enchiladas are filled with great opportunity but the spice kills any hope for flavor from the food. The
Chroizo steak as well - same story...too much pepper. The vegetable enchiladas - same story...the green
rice...same story. No wonder the tables were almost half empty. 
 
The service? EXCELLENT! The atmosphere is good. Gang - get a good chef or this place is just a high priced
piece of real estate. The spice should intrigue but not kill the taste of the food. 
 
I'm not going back and will tell others the same until I read a better review after this that is compelling......I was so
hopeful.

A beautiful Sunday night at St. Arnold's with my wife, daughter, and her boyfriend. The manager, one of the
owners, treated us with top notch service, the mussels were awesome (blue cheese got high ratings) and the
burger is fantastic. Best Mussels in DC and with the windows open and the evening breeze blowing in, the
awesome beer menu, the great food, and great service....I highly recommend this little neighborhood treat. Five
star reviews from all there tonight and we will be back soon
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Fuego Cocina y Tequileria - CLOSED
$$  Mexican
2800 Clarendon Blvd 
Arlington, VA 22201

•

St. Arnold’s Mussel Bar
$$  Bars, Seafood
3433 Connecticut Ave NW 
Washington, DC 20008

•

English 

United States 
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